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A SURVEY OF THE AVIFAUNA IN SIMILAN NATIONAL 
PARK， THAILAND 

Mark Desholm1 and Anne Margrethe Wegeberi 

ABSTRACT 

During December 1994 and January 1995 a survey of the birds in Mu Ko Sirnilan 
N ational Park was carried out. Two standardized bird census techniques， timed species count 
(TSC) and spot-mapping， were used to obtain relative and absolute d巴nsities，respectively， of 
出eavifauna in Sirnilan National Park. The mean number of birds registered per TSC was 2.34 
(SD = 2.28). For出巴 fourmapped territory-holding sp即 時s，absolute d巴nsitiesvaried between 
0.2 and 2.9 territories/ha. Eighteen species new to白ep紅'kwere recorded. 

Comparison of data obtained by the two methods shows no significant difference for組 y
of the five main species 問corded，except for the Oliver-backed Sunbird. It is concluded血at
for comrnon species，血eTSCs in a relatively short tim巴 canprovide results close to白ose
obtained by白巴 morereliable and time consurning spot-mapping technique. 

INTRODUCTION 

In Thailand there have been relatively few scientific studies of abundance and diversity 
of birds due to limited inanpower. Even simple species inventories are stilllacking for 

some national parks. This is unfortunate， since knowledge of species present and fluctuation 
in bird densities through time， is a necess紅 ybasis for developing conservation guidelines. 
Monitoring is essential for the study of the impact of fragmentation and logging of forest. 

During December 1994 and January 1995 we made a survey of the birds in Mu Ko 
Similan National Park， Phang-nga Province， Thailand. This was carried out泊 agreement
with the Marine National Parks Division of the Royal Forest Department， Bangkok. 

Besides making a list of all the bird species encountered (Table 1)， we used two 
standardized bird census techniques to estimate bird density. Timed species counts (TSCs)， 

a modified version of point counts， were us巴dto measure relative abundance， whereas the 
spot-mapping technique was used to estimate the absolute density of birds showing territorial 

behaviour. 
Our aim in presenting our data is to enable comp訂isonwith censuses from other訂eas

or with subsequent surveys on the Similan Islands. The latter would make it possible to 
elucidate changes in bird population densities. Finally we evaluate and compare出etwo
census methods which until now have had very little exposure in tropical moist forest. 
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Figure I. The small map to the left is somewhat inaccurate but shows the nine islands in the Similan National 
Park (1 :320,000). The island marked with a rectangle is " Ko Miang" which has been enlarged on the 
map to the right. HQ = headquarters. The dotted rectangle indicates the spotmapping area. Asterisk 
denotes Ko Similan. 
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Mu Ko Similan Nationa1 Park is located 40 km off the west coast of τ'hailand in 
Tarnbol Koh Pratong， Kuraburi District， Phang-nga Province. The park covers 128 km2 

of which 14 km" comprise nine islands covered mainly by evergreen forest (Fig. 1). 

The Similan Islands have received only minimal human impact， until a few decades 

ago when dynarnite fishermen， and later tourists， invaded the islands (GRAY ET AL.， 1994). 
The growing number of tourists seems to constitute the main threat to the wildlife. Most 
parts of the islands Ko Miang (Ko 4) and Ko Similan (Ko 7)， where the survey took place， 
are only accessed with difficulty. For this reason we were not able to pene仕atelarge p紅白

of the forest on Ko Similan. Most of the islands consist of steep rocky hills which hinder 
exploration. 

The spot-mapping area was siωated on Ko Mi姐 gwhere access was the least difficult. 
A tourist tent-c創npand a few park buildings were located in the northem p紅 tof出isぽ ea.

The spot-mapping plot was marked with natura1 materia1s， pieces of string tied to the 
vegetation， and small wa1king paths made by sweeping the leaves off the forest floor. A 

master map (1 : 1835) was made where details such as tree trunks， rocks， paths， buildings， 

big roots etc. were mapped. 

METHODS 

Equipmenι-Observations were made with binoculars (10 x 40)， and telescope 
(20 x 60). For measuring the spot-mapping grid we used a hand compass， a 50-meter long 
rope， and a map of Ko Miang (Fig. 1). 

Timed Species Counts.-Timed Species Count (TSC) is a type of point count adapted 

to the facts that: (a) steepness and dense undergrowth often make it impossible to quietly 
follow a continuous route， and (b) the detectability of many forest birds drops sharply at 
30-50 meters distance (FJELDSA & RABのL，1995). Records of birds紅 etaken during a 10-
minute period per predefined 50 x 50 m plot. Some movements by the observer are 

a1lowed where possible to inspect hidden areas or to follow up detected but yet unidentified 
birds. Sometimes， however， the terrain is so difficult that the observer stays mainly at a 

good v組 tagepoint. 
To cover a large area血eTSCs were r佃 domlyspaced. The boundaries of each count 

site were determined from a distance， so that they were not biased by出epresence of birds 
M白earea. 

To avoid double registrations we kept a minimum distance of 100 m between the 

plots. We found space for only 25 counts on Ko Miang， therefore we placed 25 plots on 
each of the two islands and visited each plot two times， adding up to 100 TSCs in total. 
Data from these counts provide relative densities of the most common species. Extending 
the time limit would significantly improve the number of birds registered but not白e
number of species. 

This method of po泊tcounts， which is almost identica1 to a procedure developed for 
South African forest by KOEN (1988)， has been used a1so by FJELDSA (1993)泊 awide 
r叩 geof tropical habitats. Since bird identification in dense forest is difficult， good 
identification skills including knowledge of songs and ca1ls are essential. 
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We carried out 50 of the TSCs in the forest on Ko Miang (9-26 December 1994)，組d

50 on Ko Similan (26ー31December 1994). 
Spot-mapping.-The method of spot-mapping is based on territorial behaviour and 

aims to map the territories of birds in a census area. The location and behaviour of all 
birds observed in the census area紅emarked on a detailed map. This proced町 'eis 
followed during several visits to白esame c怠nsusarea.τ'he regis佐ationsof birds should 
fall into clusters approximately coinciding with their territories. For greg紅 iousspecies 
such as pigeons (LEKAGUL & ROUND， 1991; GOODW1N， 1967) group clusters紅 'edrawn. 
All birds紅 emapped but densities of species with territories larger血anthe defined plot 
and non-te凶 torialspecies cannot be included in the final evaluation.τ'he size of the 
census釘'eaon Ko Miang was 10 ha (200 x 500 m)， which was suitable for coverage in 
a single visit of about 3 hours (BmBY ET AL.， 1992). 

τ'he census紅 eawas not comple旬lyhomogeneous. In the southem comer of the plot， 
there was some grow血 ofbamboo in the otherwise evergr田 nforest.百lewestem comer 
of出eplot included an area sometimes used as a camp-ground for to町 ists，which caused 
some disturbance. Here the vegetation was p紅tlycleared and hence less dense (DESHOLM 
& WEGEBERG， 1995). The plot was bordered by the beach to白enorth-west and sou出-

east (Fig. 1). 
From the spot-observations it is possible to estimate the number of te凶toriesin a large 

homogeneous area. Ex佐apolationof bird densities from the spot-mapping plot to由es包ne
type of forest habitat on Ko Miang and to some extent to the entire group of isl姐 dsis 
associated with uncertainty due to the lack of detailed maps on habitat and vegetation 
cover. Furthermore there might be differences in the species composition between血e
islands， of which we were unaware， since we only surveyed two islands. We were therefore 
not in a position to c紅叩 out白eextrapolation safely. 

The spot-mapping method gives a precise estimate of absolute bird densities in白e
census釘 'ea，as well 創出edistribution of territories. Radio tracking， nest finding，組d
banding of birds would have been a good way of supporting血espot-mapping， but none 
of these methods are preconditions for the spot-mapping technique但ffiBYET AL.， 1992) 
and for various reasons血eycould not be applied. Care must be taken when dealing wi血
wide-r叩，gingnectarivores/frugivores where different birds can make serial visits to a 
common food so町 'ce，esp邸 iallywhen individual birds cannot be marked as in our sωdy. 
Applying the rules for inte甲Iretationof spot-mapping observations (BIBBY ET AL.， 1992; 
Kos阻MIES& VAISANEN， 1990; DESHOLM & WEGEBERG， 1995) minimizes白iskind of 
bias. 

Fieldwork.-We did 10 consecutive days of spot-mapping，合om13 to 22 December， 

1994. Normally the detectability of the birds has an early morning peak (DESHOLM & 
WEGEBERG， 1995)， but some species (e.g.，白rushes)紅'eeasier to detect in the late aftemoon. 
We decided to make eight early moming visits and two visits in the late aftemoon. Each 
census lasted about two hours and was initiated at 6:30 a.m. or 3:30 p.m. 

Each day we started 0町 routein different spots. This was to make sure that血eperiod 
of peak detectability w描 evenlydistributed in the different parts of the census area during 
the 10 days of mapping. 

Observations were made up to 50 m outside the study plot to enable us to interpret 
edge territories correct1y. Only if more出anhalf of the observations occurred within the 
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plot bound紅 y，was the edge territory included in the density estimate (marked with a“+" 
in Fig. 2). 

The census was walked at a relaxed pace on the paths made for that purpose a110wing 
time to obtain simultaneous observations of birds in different territories， and to record 
species difficult to detect， as well as the sex and age of the birds. However， if the travel 
speed is too low the risk of recording a bird twice increases. 

Observation was difficult because the forest was tall and rather dense. Furthermore， 
the Common Koel was very shy， and most of the other species stayed in the canopy. 
Therefore， most of our observations were based on birds heard rather th加 seen.

When mapping our observations， we used the notation described by BIBBY ET AL. 
(1992) and KOSKIMIES & VÄIs沿~EN (1990). 

Statistical analysis.-The statistical methods used follow FOWLER ET AL. (1985). To 
investigate associations between variables the chi-square (χ2) test was used. The v紅 iability
within samples is described by the standard deviation (SD). 

RESULTS 

Species List 

A total of 40 speci邸 ofbirds were recorded for the p紅kfrom December 8， 1994， to 
January 2， 1995. Eighteen of these were new records for Similan Nationa1 Park (Table 1). 
The list of species includes records from general bird watching， TSCs， and spot-mapping. 
All birds on the list were identified by observation. One of the least common species was 
Black Baza A viceaαleuphotes observed December 30 sitting in a tree in the forest on Ko 
Similan. Japanese Sparrowhawk Accipiter gularis was observed several times between 
December 9 and December 27 on Ko Mi佃 g. Three birds identified as Orienta1 Hobby 
Falco severus， showing rufous underparts and underwing coverts， were hunting insects 
above the forest on Ko Similan on December 26 and 27. According to MEDW A Y & WELLS 
(1976) there紅 eno other records of this species on islands. At the edge of出ewater 
reservoir December 11 on Ko Mi組 g，a fema1e or non-breeding Watercock Gallicrex 
cinerea was observed. One immature male Siberian官官ushZoothera sibirica was observed 
on December 14 and severa1 observations of an adult male were made between December 
16 and December 25 in the forest on Ko Miang. 

Timed Species Count 

The mean number of birds registered per TSC was 2.34 (SD = 2.28). The total 
number of birds counted was 234 for the 100 TSCs. Of曲目e，17 were unidentified. Those 
identified are listed in Table 1. Forty % of all the species observed on the isl組 dswere 
recorded during the TSCs (Table 1). 
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Table 1. The list of the 40 species encountered in the Similan National Park， December 

1994. Numbers in brackets denote the number of records during the 100 TSCs. 
A total of 217 birds were identified during the TSCs. Asterisk denotes the 

eighteen species new to Similan National Park recorded during the survey. 

Chinese Pond-Heron Ardeola bacchus (2) I Nicobar Pigeon Caloenas nicobarica (13) 
Pacific ReeιEgret Egretta sacra I Common Koel Eudynamys scolopacea (85) 
Little Heron Butorides striatus* I Black-capped Kingfisher Halcyon pileata 
Cinnamon Bittern Ixobrychus cinnamomeus I Coll紅巴dKingfisher Halcyon chloris 
Osprey Pandion haliaetus I Dollarbird Eurystomus orientalis (1) 
Brahminy Kite Haliastur indus I Greater Flameback Chrysocolaptes lucidus* 
Black Baza Aviceda leuphotes (1)* I Pacific Swift Apus pacificus* 
Crested Goshawk Accipiter trivi噌atus* I Bam Swallow Hirundo rustica* 
Japanese SparrowhawkAcc伊itergularis (2) I Red-rumped Swallow Hirundo daurica* 
White明 belliedSea-Eagle Haliaeetus I Grey Wagtail Motacilla cinerea 

leucogaster (4) I Arctic Warbler Phylloscopus borealis (7) 
Oriental Hobby Falco severus* I Lanceolated Warbler Locustella lanceolata* 
Peregrine Falcon Falco peregr仇us I White-rumped Shama Copsychus 
Red-legged Crake Rallina fasciata* I malabaricus (1)* 
Ruddy-breasted Crake Porzanaかsca(1)* I Blue Rock-Thrush Monticola solitarius* 
White-breasted Waterhen Amaurornis IOrange-headed Thrush Zoothera citrina* 

Phoenicurus (9) I Siberian Thrush Zoothera sibirica* 
Watercock Gallicrex cinerea* I Eyebrowed Thrush Turdus obscurus (3)* 
Little Ringed Plover Charadrius dubius* I Asian Brown Flycatcher Muscicapa 
Green Imperial Pigeon Ducula aenea (27) I dauurica (1) 
Pied Imperial Pigeon Ducula bicolor I Hill Myna Gracula religiosa (30) 
Emerald Dove Chalcophaps indica 100ive-backed Sunbird Nectarinia 

jugularis (30) 

Spot-Mapping 

The species showing colonial or territorial behaviour are given below. Territories are 
either breeding or feeding territories. 

Common Koel Eudynamys scolopacea.-The map for the Common Koel (Fig. 2) 
shows 29 apparent territories in 10 ha.τ'he population was most dense in the centre of 
the plot away from the two beaches. In the westem corner no territories were observed 
and only a few territories were found around the south-eastern edge of the plot. In the 
former area， the forest was partially cleared for tenting， and in the latter紅白 therewas a 
clearing towards the beach. The Common Koel seemed to prefer more dense forest.τ'he 
density of Common Koel in the 10-ha plot was 2.9 territories/ha. 

Nicobar Pigeon Caloenas nicobaric仏ーOnKo Miang Nicobar Pigeons were gregarious 
but no physical or vocal aggressive behaviour between individuals from different groups 
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Figure 2. The Common Koel held 29 terrilories in lhe spol-mapping plol. One ci rcle represents one territory 
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Figure 3. The Nicobar Pigeon held 3 apparent group territories denoted A, B, and C in the spot-mapping plot. 
One circ le represents the territory of a group of Nicobar Pigeons but not the exact territory boundaries. 
The number of pairs in each group is written inside the territory circ le. Each square in the figure 
measures 50 x 50 m. 
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Figure 4. The Olive-backed Sunbird he ld 2 territories in the spotmapping plot. One circ le represents the 
territory of a pair but not the exac t territory boundaries. Each square in the figure measures 
50 x 50 m. 
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Figure 5. The Green Imperial Pigeon held 3 apparent group territori es in the spotmapping area . One circle 
represents the territory of a group but not the exact territory boundaries. The number of pairs in each 
group is written inside the territory circle. Each square in the ti gure measures 50 x 50 m. 
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was recorded. In the spot-mapping area three clusters were found (Fig. 3): group A (3 
p泊rs+ 1 juvenile)， group B (2 pairs)，組dgroup C (3 pairs + 2 juveniles)， which adds up 
to 16 adults and 3 juveniles.百rismakes 0.8 adult pairs/ha and 0.3 juveniles/ha in由e10・
ha spot-mapping紅白. Apart from this， a single group D (3 pairs) was observed泊血e
south-westem p制 ofKo Miang outside the spot-mapping area. The largest group seen 
toge由erwas 20 adults foraging around the restaur組 tarea in血enorthempぽtof the island. 
Nicobar Pigeons were registered only on the smaller island， Ko Miang， and none were 
observed on白e1紅gestisland， Ko Similan. 

Olive-backed Sunbird Nectarinia jugularis.-Two territories were mapped泊 the
10-ha plot (Fig. 4)， corresponding to 0.2 p泊rs/ha.

Green Imperial Pigωn Ducula aenea.-During血espot-mapping we found出ree
apparent group territories of Green Imperial Pigeon (Fig. 5). Two of these consisted of 
也reep必rs，and one of two pairs (8 p泊rsin total). All血reegroups were situated in the 
centre of血eplot away仕omthe beaches. 司自 makes0.8 pairs/ha in出.e10-ha spot-
mapping plot. 

HilI Myna Gracula religios仏ー百ledis甘ibutionof Hill Myna in血espot-mapping 
紅白 appearedto be non-clustered， and hence there was no way to evaluate the observations 
in terms of terriωries.百lemean number of Hill Mynas per spot-mapping census was 20.4 
and the maximum record was 36 birds. Since most records were vocal， we were unable 
to distinguish between juvenile and adult birds， but all visual observations were of adults 
only. Taking these da匂 intoaccount， we c佃 makea crude estimate of about 30 Hill 
M戸lasin出e10 ha plot， which coη'esponds to 1.5 p泊rslha.

DISCUSSION 

Species List 

According to our new list and the already existing species list from “MASS Database 

for species， habitat and conservation areasヘmaintainedat Center for Conservation Biology， 
Maltidol U凶versity，there is now a tota1 of 65 bird species registered in Similan National 
Park. 

Timed Species Count 

As described in “Results，" 40% of all出.especies observed on the islands were recorded 
during the TSCs.τ'hat 60% of the species were not registered during the TSCs was mai凶y
due to the low abundance of these species on the islands. Since the actual time spent on 
TSCs constituted only 10% of the total time spent on bird watching in the park， the less 
common birds were unlikely to have been recorded during由eTSCs. The mean number 
of birds per count， 2.34， illus回 testhe overall density of birds on the islands. 
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Spot-Mapping 

Common Koel.-The observed territorial behaviour of this species is not削除
understood， which mak:es it difficult to interpret白.emapp加grecords. Because the Common 
Koel is a brood parasite佃 dis shy and elusive， it is difficult to determine whether the 
observed clusters were winter or breeding territories defended with respect to food or the 
availability of hosts， respectively.百leCommon Koel on Similan Islands is probably， as 
described by SMYT阻ES(1953， 1960) and GLENIS百 R(1959)， a local migrant with high 
densities on coasts and islands in winter. We did not fmd any active ne山 ofpotential 
hosts， and since koels do not build nests， evidence of breeding was di妊icultto find. 
Nevertheless， the vocal behaviour of the birds did not fit the description of their half-
heぽtedoff-season calls (SMYT回ES，1953; ALI， 1953; ALI & RlPLEY， 1969; PIzzEY， 1980). 
ALI (1996) describes the species as“silent in winter， thus often overlooked and recorded 
as absent". The koels were uttering a call， ho-y-o， described as song by BEEHLER ET AL. 
(1986)， early in the morning all together in an enoロnouschoir.τ'hey used the same call 
throughout the day answering each other. 

百lehosts of Common Koel訂 enot known clearly. The usual host is House Crow 
Corvus splendens， Jungle Crow Corvus macrorhynchos， and occasionally orioles (Oriolidae) 
(ALI & RlPLEY， 1969). Additionally， Black-coll紅'edStarling Stumus nigricollis and 5 
species ofMyna (Stumidae)紅 ereported as fosters in Malaysia (GLENIS百 R，1959). POIANI 
& ELGAR (1994) mention 32 potential hosts and a size range from 250 to 300 mm of 3 
documented species. In Australia 21 host species about half the size of Common Koel are 
reported (BROO阻 R& BROO阻 R，1989). 

The fact that single males may also hold territories should be tak:en into account， but 
we have not been able to identify any such bachelors. During our s町 veyfemales and 
males were observed occupying the same te凶tory，not showing any aggressive behaviour 
towards each other as w邸 observedbetween neighbouring males. Generally， cuckoos 
defend territories against other cuckoos which p紅asitize白es創nehosts (GLENIS百 R，1959).
It is still unclear whether the Common Koels were wintering or breeding at the time of the 
survey. The breeding season of Common Koel is everywhere coincident with白atof its 
host (ALI & RlPLEY， 1969; ALI， 1996). Ifthey were ac伽allybreeding， then Green Imperial 
Pigeon加 dHill Myna were possible but undocumented hosts. 

The extraordinarily high total of 29 territories in the relatively small spot-mapping 
紅'ea(10 ha) seems excessive， but so was the number of Common Koels heard when 
walking through the forest in the moming.百lelarge number of Common Koels may be 
an example of density compensation (WIENS， 1989) on血.eisl組 ds.If a p副 icularhabitat 
is able to support a given number of birds， a smaller number of species wil1 perr凶ta 1紅'ger
number of individuals per species. This type of effect has been recorded for certain islands 
in Sweden (NILSSON， 1977) and in Bermuda (CORWELL， 1962). 

Nicobar Pigeon.-GooDw町'S(1967) description of the Nicobar Pigeon回 acolonial 
species coincides with 0町 observations. On one occasion 20 adults were aggregated 
sharing the s釘nefood so町 'cein也erestaurant area on Ko Miang. The Nicobar Pigeons 
in the group D outside the spot-mapping紅伺釘enot expected to be included in曲isgroup 
since they foraged in a more inaccessible and less disturbed p紅tof白eisl佃 dand were 
therefore more shy白血 mostof the other pigeons. Group A (Fig. 3) is also not expected 
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to be included since these birds had plenty of open space on the south-eastem p訂tof the 
island where白eycould always be found.百leNicobar Pigeons on Ko Miang seemed to 
prefer to feed in shady but open spaces where the ground was企'eefrom leaves， and seeds 
were easily found. 百lepigeons in血edescribed groups always flew into nearby trees 
when approached釦 d也islack of long distance flights minimized the risk of overlapping 
counts during a census. The observations of groups， together with the data from spot-
mapping， enabled us to make a conservative population estimate of 16 p姐 sof adults (10 
pairs from the large flock + 3 pai飽 食omgroup A + 3 pairs合omD) and about 7 juvenile 
Nicobar Pigeons on Ko Miang. 

Why were no Nicobar Pigeons seen on Ko Simil阻?百leheadquarters there was fairly 
new and the island had been without rangers until a year before the survey was done， so 
recent hunting or住appingfor the Nicobar Pigeon may have reduced the population. 

Other species.-Al曲oughwe have no solid evidence we presume that the Olive-
backed Sunbirds were nesting. M阻泊lUmtwo individuals were observed together， indicating 
territories as opposed to feeding parties in flowering trees. In the latter several individuals 
would be expected at least on some occasions. Furthermore， breeding individuals were 
observed several times on the mainland before and after our visit to Similan National Park. 

In Thailand， the Green Imperial Pigeon is known as a resident species， so the observed 
pigeons were most probably breeding on由eislands. Since the birds breed in January加

Java (MACK凹NON，1990) and企omMarch to April in India (ALI， 1996)曲epigeons could 
be breeding or prep紅 ingthemselves for breeding at the time of 0町 visit. No signs of 
breeding were observed since the arboreal behaviour of the species made detection rather 
difficult. Often these pigeons were only he紅 d.百lIsrelatively high density of an otherwise 
uncommon species may be due to absence of hunting pressure in such remote places like 
出eSimilan Islands. 

The fact that Hi11 Myna appe紅 edto be non-territorial does not rule out血epossibility 
白紙由eycould be breeding at白istime of ye釘. Starlings and Mynas (Sω凶 dae)often 
exhibit greg副 ousbehaviour (LEKAG札&ROUND， 1991; K町GET札.， 1987) and therefore 
do not show te凶torialbehaviour during their breeding se酪 on.

Hi11 Mynas also suffer from human pers田凶onand are more numerous on remote 
islands出組 on血em必nland.

CONCLUSIONS 

Whenprep剖 ngprospective bird surveys， one should decide whether relative or absolute 
densities are needed. The spot-mapping technique is the most reliable but also the most 
time consuming way of estimating bird densities. The advantage of也ismethod is its 
accuracy and the attainment of absolute density but the technique is res凶ctedto species 
白at紅'eterritorial and common.τbe TSCs give estimates of the relative bird densities and 
釘 enormally used for large釘 eas.

When comparing白edata from the TSCs and白espot-mapping we must res凶ct
ourselves to白efo町 species白atshowed territorial behaviour during spoトmapping，and to 
回11Myna for which a density could crudely be estimated. Likewise， the densities must 
be compared as relative densities since the TSCs do not provide us with the absolute 
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Table 2. The distribution of species recorded during the timed species count (TSC) and 
the spot司 mapping(SM) expressed in percentage of the five species together， and 

results from the chi squ紅巴 tests. The latter shows that the relative densities 
found by the two different methods do not differ significantly for any of the 

species except for the Olive-backed Sunbird. For all the chi square tests df = 1. 
The species recorded during only one of the census methods紅 eexcluded. In 
the calculations for Common Koel and Olive-backed Sunbird it is assumed白紙

there is one p氾rper mapped territory. 

TSC SM χ2 P 

Common Koel 469も 479も 0.00 P>0.95 

Hill Myna 16% 24% 1.23 P>0.20 

Green Imperial Pigeon 15% 13% 0.04 P>0.80 
Olive-backed Sunbird 16% 3% 7.58 P<O.OI 

Nicobar Pigeon 7% 13% 1.25 P>0.20 

densities. From出echi square tests in Table 2， it is evident that the relative densities found 
by using the two different methods do not differ significantly among species， except fOf 

the Olive-backed Sunbird. This difference might result from the behaviour of the Olive-
backed Sunbird， which is very active， sometimes flying long distances for food. This 
behaviour induces a certain risk of counting the same bird twice during the TSCs. The 

Spot-mapping technique excludes superfluous registrations of birds leaving their territory 
by taking only clusters of observations into account. When dealing with forest nectarivores 

care must be taken not to interpret a flowering tr，田 asa territory. 
Discrepancies between the two methods c組 leadto a different outcome for some 

species， which can make a comp紅 isonof densities between the methods problematic. 

Because of the otherwise high consistency of the two methods (Table 2)， however， for 
common species on Sirnilan we can conclude白紙 theTSCs in a relatively short period of 
time can provide results close to those obtained by白emore time consuming spot戸 mapping
technique. Nevertheless， if TSC is the only method used in a survey， we recommend that 
also a species list is prepared. If time and resources紅 eavailable， spot-mapping in 
addition to the TSCs would be the optimal approach during a survey. 
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